TECNOCABIN

FLEXIBLE OFFICE UNIT

TecnoCabin: the creative solution for individual workspaces
Placing a TecnoCabin in an open space can provide solutions for creating meeting rooms, concentration areas and shielded
flexible workspaces for employees. Installing acoustic glazing and a sound-absorbing ceiling creates a comfortable workspace that offers protection against bothersome noises. The separate ventilation system guarantees that the TecnoCabin can
be installed fully autonomously in every space.
The basis of each TecnoCabin consists of four walls and a ceiling. The four walls can be selected from our range of partition
walls. The ceiling consists of a ring beam of 100x100mm sections to which or between which any type of ceiling can be attached (suspended ceiling, stretch ceiling, etc.). Standard, two LED illumination rails plus one (1) connection point are builtin sideways, enabling you to install your lighting in the location of your choice. The lights can be operated with a wireless
switch. The operation of the separate ventilation is also connected to this switch. You can also select the installation of the
type of door (full, glass or frame door).

•

Completely free composition of glass and/or full walls.
For example, we can determine which walls will be constructed as a glass wall or full wall in order to adjust the
TecnoCabin design to its surroundings and/or maintain or shield the contact with the rest of the work floor.

•

Completely free selection from our range of partition walls.
For example, you can stick to the style of the other walls or place a different emphasis.

•

Combinations with acoustic solutions
Additions of TecnoGreen® panels or BuzziSkin inside or outside the TecnoCabin, tackling the acoustics in the TecnoCabin and in the office unit at the same time.

•

Customizable according to your personal preference
Chatboard®, display and decoration, etc.

Our TecnoCabin can be used both individually and linked to each other.
Plug in & Play
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TECNOCABIN

The TecnoCabin is always custom-made, taking into account the immediate surroundings. The advantages are:

